Development and evaluation of a miniaturized procedure for determining the bonding index: a novel prototype for solid dosage formulation development.
The purpose of this study was a comparative evaluation of miniaturized vs. University of Minnesota's (i.e., U of Minn. = Hiestand's) procedures for determining the tensile strength, indentation hardness, and bonding index (BI), one out of three Indices of Tableting Performance (ITP). Tableting properties of six direct compression placebo formulations were determined by using a compaction simulator and a Texture Analyser TA-XT2I, or by following the U of Minn. method, which included a specially designed triaxial compression device, a computer-controlled mechanical stress-strain analyzer, and a dynamic pendulum impact apparatus. Miniaturization of the procedures to determine the ITP, as well as the ability to differentiate between materials while operating compaction cycles more comparable to standard tablet production conditions, enabled proper evaluation of each material's inherent tableting properties. Indentation diameter calculated via an empirical equation appeared to correlate well with, and provided acceptable precision of accuracy to, the determination of indentation diameter via standard optical microscopy methods. The miniaturized and U of Minn. procedure exhibited a significant degree of correlation when comparing the BI. However, the tensile strength and indentation hardness values were somewhat different due to the use of triaxial decompression for the U of Minn. procedure vs. standard compaction profiling for the miniaturized procedure. The present direct compression placebo formulation data gathered from the miniaturized procedures and compared with the U of Minn. method for determining the ITP suggest that both techniques yield similar conclusions. However, discrimination of out-of-die compaction properties determined via the miniaturized procedures, such as tensile strength and indentation hardness, appeared to associate more precisely with changes in strain rate, thus allowing better discrimination of particle-particle interactions and ductile-to-brittle characteristics as a function of compaction speed and pressure.